
3D gypsum panels



About us
Artpole is the largest manufacturer of 3D gypsum panels in Russia. 
The unique technology of production under the control of Flex Matrix 
GmbH (Germany) allows to get the unprecedented surface quality 
with the effect of «Porzelan plaster» (gypsum with porcelain effect).

The company has a large design office for the implementation of 
ambitious targets.

Capacities of the company allow to handle even the largest projects 
and produce more than 250,000 m2 per year.

The company is a leading provider of state programs, it underscores 
confidence in us, and we, in turn, confirm the professionalism and 
stability of cooperation.
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Item М-0043
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 24 mm
min relief height 12 mm
max relief height 24 mm
Weight 6,4 kg

Artpole represents a unique novelty: gypsum 
panel with the opportunity of Swarovski 
crystals installation. Crystals are sparkling, 
transforming the wall into the precious frame. 
The design of the panel realistically simulates 
leather coach tie Chester. Only after touching 
you can make sure that this is a monolith wall. 
This installation will be the highlight of the 
most refined interior, even the most discerning 
guests will be impressed. The glares look in 
the most profitable way on dark-coloured wall.
Each panel comes with a set of high-quality 
original crystals (16pcs.) with the diameter of 
7,3 mm from Swarovsky factory.
Swarovsky crystals are supplied by the official 
distributor of Swarovsky at wholesale prices 
without intermediaries. You can find enclosed 
an official certificate of origin. Guarantee 
against counterfeiting. Glue for crystals is 
supplied optionally.

Aristocrate

Back to contents ↑
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Item М-0042
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 32 mm
min relief height 14 mm
max relief height 32 mm
Weight 6,5 kg

The company Artpole introduces the first 
3D gypsum panel with EASY-LINK easy 
mounting system.

Along the edges of the panels is a docking 
zone that allows the installation junction-
to-junction without matching the figure 
and without grouting (it is required only 
to remove the excess of Pufas by plastic 
spatula on the docking locations). When 
installing any panel can be rotated in 90, 
180 or 270 degrees, adding variety to 
the composition. And as the grout is not 
needed, the time and cost of installation is 
reduced significantly. Just stick to the wall 
the panels butt-in-butt, and then paint in 
any color of your choice.

Flora
Back to contents ↑
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Cotton

Item М-0041
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 20 mm
min relief height 13 mm
max relief height 20 mm
Weight 4,4 kg

Back to contents ↑
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Bee

Item М-0040
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 33 mm
min relief height 16 mm
max relief height 33 mm
Weight 6,1 kg

The classic design of stylized cells. It is the picture 
invented by nature itself, combining calm and restraint.

Back to contents ↑
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Marseille

Item М-0038
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 26 mm
min relief height 13 mm
max relief height 26 mm
Weight 5,8 kg

Back to contents ↑
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Valencia
Item М-0039
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 25 mm
min relief height 13 mm
max relief height 25 mm
Weight 5,1 kg

The VALENCIA design is created based on damask 
pattern that has been from ancient times the 
subject of a special refinement and luxury.
To distinguish quality 3D gypsum panel is easy - 
just look at the back side of the panel. Due to the 
relief back the excess glue is distributed in the cell, 
it allows to join patterns perfectly and to get a 
monolithic 3d composition.

Back to contents ↑
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Valencia LED
The collection of the relief panels is elegantly added by cast-recessed luminaire VALENCIA LED. 
Integrated LED modules are switched on with the radio control that allows you to not getting up 
from the couch to control the lighting in the room.

Valencia LED RGB
Item М-0039-1
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 91 mm
min relief height 13 mm
max relief height 91 mm
Weight 7,7 kg

Valencia LED White
Item М-0039-1WH
(белая подсветка)
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 91 mm
min relief height 13 mm
max relief height 91 mm
Weight 7,7 kg

Back to contents ↑
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Zafira Item M-0007
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 19 mm
min relief height 13 mm
max relief height 19 mm
Weight 5,1 kg

Back to contents ↑
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Versalle

Item M-0035
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 25 mm
min relief height 13 mm
max relief height 25 mm
Weight 4,5 kg.

Back to contents ↑
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Sultan

Item M-0036
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 27 mm
min relief height 12 mm
max relief height 27 mm
Weight 5,3 kg.

The design of these items contains
3D glass Artpole integrated:
Big decoration Smoggy 185 × 185 mm
Small decoration Smoggy 90 × 90 mm

Back to contents ↑
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Velvet

Item M-0037
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 25 mm
min relief height 10 mm
max relief height 25 mm
Weight 5 kg

Back to contents ↑
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Item D-0005-2Item D-0005-1

Sizes: 600 × 600 × 21 mm
min relief height 15 mm
max relief height 21 mm
Weight 4,8 kg.

Breeze
Back to contents ↑
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Zoom
Item M-0020
Sizes:
600 × 600 × 41 mm
Relief height:
min 10 mm
max 41 mm
Weight 4,5 kg.

Wall panels Zoom are ideal for creating bright and bold 
design. Decorative plaster of the series will be able 
to revive even the most boring room with a powerful 
geometric texture and reveal all the facets of your 
home’s interior. The panels are perfectly suited for 
the design in the style of constructivism, minimalism, 
techno. The panels Zoom have very expressive and 
impressive look if complemented with light. With this 
series of material can be decorated niche, projection or 
the entire wall.

In the latter case due to the use of several bright 
contrasting colors, you can visually divide the room 
into functional zones.
Embossed decorative panels Zoom will also be an 
ornament to any night club, cafe or fashion boutique 
built in the style of modern décor.

Back to contents ↑
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Zoom×4

Item M-0009
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 51 mm
min relief height 14 mm
max relief height 51 mm
Weight 4,9 kg.

Back to contents ↑
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Silk

3d panels of the series Silk hit the elegance and grace of wavy 
lines and curves. The material creates an atmosphere of calm and 
serenity. It seems that these curves are endless, as if they are an 
extension of the natural lines of nature.
Wall finished with decorative plaster, became an independent subject 
of the interior, it does not require additional treatment or jewelry. This 
panel with laconic pattern can be a great backdrop for the original 
lamps and paintings.
To create a unique interior designers often stained wall panels in a 
variety of colors, or use multiple colors. After decorating the walls of 
such panels, you can be sure that the interior of your home or office 
is unique.

Item D-0002-2

Sizes: 600 × 600 × 25 mm
min relief height 13 mm
max relief height 25 mm
Weight 5,3 kg

Item D-0002-1

Back to contents ↑
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Silk LED
Unique decorative panels have a spectacular decor in the 
form of flowing lines, weaving with each other. The ornament 
reminds unhurried calm sea waves.
Volume texture adds to your home interior subtle touch of 
sophistication and luxury. Thanks to a bright light-emitting 
diodes formed an intriguing play of shadows and light. 
Decorative 3D panel will elegantly decorated living room 
or bedroom, in the style of hi-tech or minimalism. With this 
finishing material, you can make your interior exclusive, visually 
enlarge the space of the room, or add volume, experimenting 
with lighting. Thanks to the ornament plaster panels create an 
atmosphere of peace, adding the notes of spectacular charm in 
the interior.

Silk 2 LED RGB
Item D-0002-3
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 89 mm
min relief height 13 mm
max relief height 89 mm
Weight 6,7 kg

Silk 2 LED White
Item D-0002-3WH
(белая подсветка)
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 89 mm
min relief height 13 mm
max relief height 89 mm
Weight 6,7 kg

Back to contents ↑
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Sahara Item M-0005
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 20 mm
min relief height 16 mm
max relief height 20 mm
Weight 4,9 kg

Back to contents ↑
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Sandy

Itemы: D-0003-1, D-0003-2
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 24 mm
min relief height 11 mm
max relief height 24 mm
Weight 4,5 kg

Decorative 3D panels Sandy are characterized by smooth curves 
and a very nice texture.

Finishing material is ideal for creating a design in the style of hi-
tech and eco-design. The walls are decorated with these panels, 
reminiscent of the hot desert sand waves or light ripples on 
the smooth surface of the vast ocean. If you want to enhance 
this effect, it is enough to paint decorative wall panels in the 
appropriate color - blue or sand, using a smooth transition color 
from dark to lighter.

Back to contents ↑
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Sandy 
led

Sandy 2 LED RGB
D-0003-3

Sandy 2 LED WH  
(белая подсветка)
D-0003-3WH

Sizes: 600 × 600 × 80 mm
min relief height 11 mm
max relief height 80 mm
Weight 5,4 kg

Back to contents ↑
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Ampir

Gypsum 3D wall panels are in the form of classical coach tie 
that was decorating the interiors of the finest European houses 
of the past centuries. The geometric pattern of rhombus has the 
distinctive smoothness and elegance, perfectly imitating the folds 
of tissue. Due to the strict symmetry of all elements the panels 
Ampir help create an atmosphere of peace and order. Finishing 
material is ideal for creating a design in a classic English style, Art 
Deco, Baroque or modern eclecticism.
These panels not only create the effect of volume as 3D 
wallpaper for the walls, they are really bulky.
Using this material, you can experiment with lighting angle. 
Through bulk the panels Ampir can extend the space visually.

Item M-0023
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 58 mm
min relief height 14 mm
max relief height 58 mm
Weight 8,4 kg

Back to contents ↑
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Foggy

Sizes: 650 × 650 × 24 mm
min relief height 12 mm
max relief height 24 mm
Weight 5,6 kg

Item D-0004-1 Item D-0004-2

Back to contents ↑
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Fog
3D panels for walls Fog significantly expand the 
scope of opportunities for designers. Now, the 
original interior is limited only by the imagination of 
its creator. Ornamental plaster panels of the Series 
Fog is a never-ending line and fuzzy contours that 
add up to an incredibly beautiful ghostly maze. 
You can enhance the effect by using multiple point 
sources of light - volume curves will cast shadows, 
creating additional lines, fancy shapes and hazy 
undertones. The material is perfect for interior of any 
modern styles, will bring a design touch of unreality. 
3d wall panels of the Series Fog will emphasize once 
again the impeccable taste and sense of style of the 
house owner.

Item D-0001-2

Sizes: 600 × 600 × 24 mm
min relief height 12 mm
max relief height 24 mm
Weight 4,8 kg

Item D-0001-1

Back to contents ↑
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Blade

The ornament of the panels Blade is like a visual 
illusion, it’s one of those endless drawings, in which 
each successive element forms the next one, forming 
a chain. The combination of concave corrugated ovals, 
flowing in thin lines, creates in a room the sense of order 
and harmony. Using the decorative panel Blade you can 
generate light, airy pattern that allows you to use them 
for decoration of all the walls in a room. The material is 
ideal for any room in the house including the spacious 
hallway. The panels should be supplemented by the broad 
borders and trims for the door. You can also use other 
decorative 3D panels with smaller volume pattern.

Item M-0010
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 37 mm
min relief height 11 mm
max relief height 37 mm
Weight 5 kg

Back to contents ↑
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Fallout, 
Sound
3D decorative panels of the series Fallout is a new word 
in the design, stylish and daring. Volumetric pattern 
on this element of the decor resembles the blade of 
the propeller in motion, adding some dynamism to 
the interior. Figure drawn through reconciliation of the 
panels in any direction in the plane. Finishing material 
with original design is perfect for the interior in modern 
styles such as Constructivism and Techno. Panels 
Fallout can be covered with paint of any color, the most 
advantageously will look the paint with a glossy sheen. 
In this case, each surface will reflect more light, filling 
the room with glare. Decorative wall panels Fallout 
allow to form the interior, which previously could only 
dream of.

Fallout, Item M-0018
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 52 mm
min relief height 30 mm
max relief height 52 mm
Weight 5,7 kg

Sound Item M-0003
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 43 mm
min relief height 30 mm
max relief height 43 mm
Weight 7,2 kg

Back to contents ↑
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Paraline-s
Paraline s - is a series of stylish relief panels with graphic laconic 
ornamentation. The material for the walls looks spectacular both in 
the vertical and the horizontal arrangement of the elements. Finishing 
decorative panels of this series can be carried out both in an apartment 
house and in public places: cafes, restaurants, shopping centers and 
cinemas. Poster panels are used as a background, for example, for home 
cinema, furniture, as well as suitable for allocation of niches or specific 
areas of the room. The original version - a combination of panels in one 
room, arranged vertically and horizontally. Finishing materials Paraline s 
perfectly perfect balance with other gypsum panels with a larger texture.

Item M-0031
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 30 mm
min relief height 11 mm
max relief height 30 mm
Weight 5,1 kg

Back to contents ↑
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Paraline
Embossed decorative panels with a strict geometric texture will be 
the ideal base to create an interior in any style. Finishing material  
from Paraline series will be a great decoration for home and office, 
cinema, restaurants, shopping centers and other public spaces. Of great 
importance is non-combustibility of the finishing material that can be 
used for all kinds of buildings. The original effect is created when the 
light sources are positioned so that the rays fall on the panel not in 
parallel or perpendicular way, but at an angle of 45 °. In this case, on the 
wall panels for interior decoration will appear the alternating thin strips 
of light and shade.

M-0030
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 27 mm
min relief height 12 mm
max relief height 27 mm
Weight 5,9

Back to contents ↑
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Lambert
M-0034
Sizes: 598 × 598 × 22 mm
min relief height 13 mm
max relief height 22 mm
Weight 4,7

Back to contents ↑
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Hills

Volumetric pattern of embossed wall panels is made 
of soft volumetric waves of small height. Elements can 
be positioned both vertically and horizontally increasing 
visually the height of ceilings in the room, or expanding 
the space of the room. To enhance this effect is sufficient 
to divide the panel into strips by means of color.
Depending on their width and number of shades the 
covering perfectly fits into the interior in the style 
of eclecticism, minimalism and modern with a little 
classic. The original version is the alternation of gypsum 
panels arranged vertically and horizontally. Due to the 
perpendicular line collision the coverage texture becomes 
richer, more original and strongly marked.

Item М-0032
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 24 mm
min relief height 10 mm
max relief height 24 mm
Weight 4,4 kg

Back to contents ↑
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Hoop

Decorative panels for interior decoration Hoop will become a bright accent in the 
interior of any apartment. The bold design, eye-catching and pronounced texture are 
the distinctive features of this series. The best option is to decorate with these original 
panels only one wall in the room using for other ones materials with more simple 
and concise design. Due to the bright and bold volumetric figure the Hoop panels can 
become the separate element of the interior. Due to the small mass 3D decorative 
panels of this series can be mounted on the surface of the walls for zoning premises. 
As a result, in just one day, the functional element of the room becomes a work of art.

Item M-0022
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 24 mm
min relief height 12 mm
max relief height 24 mm
Weight 5,7 kg

Back to contents ↑
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Soul
A large volume decorative relief of the 3D panels Soul is ideal for large spaces. By 
using a material with a texture can be finished with a niche or one of the walls of the 
room. Soul Series is ideal for design in eclectic style, it will go perfectly with almost 
any interior objects created in different directions. Also, thanks to its versatility gypsum 
panels can be used in the interiors of the classical style (Empire, Baroque, etc.) And 
modern (minimalist, modern and others.). Panels can be left whitewashed or painted in 
any color, depending on your preference. Using multiple shades can visually make the 
ceiling higher or make the room more spacious and filled with light.

Item M-0019
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 52 mm
min relief height 10 mm
max relief height 52 mm
Weight 5,5 kg

Back to contents ↑
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Ruffle

Decorative wall panels of the series Ruffle resemble geometrically ordered 
image of the ripples on the water surface. In order to emphasize the bulk of 
the material, you can use lighting, placing more spotlights in different areas of 
the wall. The panels are an excellent backdrop for furniture or home appliances. 
The material is easily processed: it can be cut and drilled, creating space for 
sockets and shelves. Due to this, a TV or home theater system can be connected 
without stretching long wires. Embossed 3D panels can be placed in a recess 
or to decorate their entire wall, highlighting the recess with the help of contrast 
material.

Item M-0033
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 47 mm
min relief height 11 mm
max relief height 47 mm
Weight 5,7 kg

Back to contents ↑
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Item M-0011
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 33 mm
min relief height 12 mm
max relief height 33 mm
Weight 4,3 kg

Aura
Decorative plaster is a stunning three-dimensional 
drawing on the walls in your apartment or house. Aura 
series includes the original panel with a lot of lines that 
catch the eye with their complex curves. Embossed wall 
panels Aura perfectly suited to the modern interior in the 
style of minimalism or hi-tech, it adds brightness and 
boldness. Panel with a soft, unobtrusive but very beautiful 
interweaving lines will look great both as a design 
element of the niche, and as a background pattern on 
the wall. Picking the right shade for the decorative panels 
for walls, you can create a truly unique design that will 
accentuate your perfect taste.

Back to contents ↑
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Force

The relief of the decorative panels from the Series Force, 
composed of a soft three-dimensional waves, reminiscent 
of sand dunes of the desert, or a leisurely expanse of 
ocean. This effect can be enhanced by painting and finishing 
material in the gradient - blue, rolling in the deep blue or 
light beige, iridescent in dark gold. Design of the 3D panels 
gives to the interior walls of your home’s natural harmony, it 
will create an atmosphere of comfort, warmth and serenity. 
They look great in either vertical or horizontal version. To 
emphasize the smoothness and softness of the lines can be 
used Force, in combination with 3D decorative panels of the 
other series with strict geometric pattern.

Item M-0001B
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 40 mm
min relief height 10 mm
max relief height 40 mm
Weight 5,8 kg
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Romb
Decorative panels for walls with large ornaments fit for the decoration of any large room. The 
material of the Romb series with geometric texture can be supplemented with a concise furniture 
and other interior objects with the most simple forms without unnecessary decorative elements. 
Volume rhombus will create in a room atmosphere of harmony, order and tranquility.
Finishing material of soft pastel shades will have the most advantageous look in a flat, the panels 
of bright juicy colors can be used to create an original and daring interior in nightclub, café or 
restaurant. The intelligently chosen lighting will provide the colors game: showy bras are beneficial 
to allocate the verge of the panels, enhancing the three-dimensional image.

Item M-0008
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 47 mm
min relief height 13 mm
max relief height 47 mm
Weight 5,8 kg
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Matrix

Volume texture of the decorative panels for interior comprises wavy stripes 
of varying widths, between which the designers left an empty space - to 
enhance the effect and depth. Together, these bands create the effect of 
flowing water jets, forming a silent waterfall, or curly branches vines. To 
create an even more impressive imagination image panel can be painted 
in different shades of blue or green range. Finishing materials can be 
positioned both vertically and horizontally.

Item M-0006
Sizes: 600 × 600 × 40 mm
min relief height 10 mm
max relief height 40 mm
Weight 6,2 kg
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